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[Maximum marks: 75]                  (Time: 2.15 Hours) 

[Note: 

 (1). Drawing shall be neat and fully dimensioned.  

 (2). Missing data can be suitable assumed.  

 (3). Draw scale unspecified drawings to suitable and legible scale.  

 (4). A2 size drawing sheets to be provides] 

 

PART – A 

I.  (Answer any three questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks) 
 

     (1). Explain Junction in masonry.             

(2). Differentiate between King closer and Queen closer.  

(3). Brief about Hold fast in wood joinery.   

(4). Write about stair nosing.       

(5). Define the term ‘Valley’ in roofing.                  (3 x 2 = 6) 
 

PART – B 

 (Answer any two of the following questions. Each question carries 12 marks) 
 

II. (1). Draw the elevation of Flemish bond wall.  

(2). Draw the section showing foundation details for steps and wall.              

(3). Illustrate any 5 different types of door panels.   

(4). Draw the view of ‘Mortice-tenon’ joint in wood.   

(5). Illustrate the typical machine room plan for a passenger lift.          (2 x 12= 24) 

 
 

PART – C 

 (Answer any of the three units from the following.  Each full question carries 15 marks) 

 

UNIT –I 
 

III. (a). Draw the plan and elevation for one brick thick English bond corner walls for 4 courses.    (8) 

(b). Draw the odd and even course for cross walls in English bond: 20cm with 30cm.  (7) 
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OR 

IV. Draw the plan and section for a raft foundation of outer size 1200cm x  600cm. Six square 

columns each of size 40cm x 40cm, Main beam 40cm x 60cm and cross Beam 40cm x 50cm.  (15) 

 

UNIT-II 
 

V. Draw the detailed elevation and section of a double shuttered  panelled door of size 

    100 cm x 210 cm.  Assume and mark all the parts to suitable standard sizes.    (15) 

     

OR 

 

VI. Draw the detailed elevation and plan of a fully glazed window of size 100cm x 120cm. 

      Assume and mark all the parts to suitable standard sizes.     (15) 

 

UNIT-III 
 

VII. Draw the plan and section of passenger lift for 8 persons.  Size of lift well is 190cm x 190cm. 

       Size of the lift car is 130cm x 110cm.  Lift pit depth is 160cm size of machine room may be  

       assumed suitably.    (15) 

OR 

 

VIII. Draw the plan and section of an RCC half turn stair.  Width of stair is 100cm, riser and  

         tread is 25cm.  Floor to floor height is 300cm. 

         Reinforcement details as given below:- 

 Main  bars; 8mm dia @ 15c/c 

 Suspenders;  6mm dia @ 15 c/c 

 Distributors 6mm dia @  15 c/c    (15) 

 

UNIT-IV 
 

IX. Draw the fully labelled elevation of a typical wooden King post truss for clear span of  

      720cm and wall thickness 30cm.  Draw any joint in detail.  (15) 

 

OR 

 

X. Draw the elevation for a typical tubular roof truss for span 10m supported over a wall of  

    25cm thick       (15) 


